64	HYMNS OF THE ALVARS
11.	The words of the lord on seeing his mistress  eyes
fill with tears at the thought of separation.  (' Lord' stands
for devotees, * mistress' for Alvar.)
Oh rare the vision of today ! Thou maid
That givest bliss like Kannan's heaven, I say	*
* He that seeks wealth must needs go far '—and lo !
Thy fish-like1 eyes, large as a hand, with pearls2
Ashine, and gold, a ransom for the world!
The hint that his devotees might leave him to seek for other
spiritual wealth has brought to light hitherto unsuspected qualities in
the Alvar.
12.	The  mistress   parted  from   her  lord  laments  her
inability to endure the separation.   (' Mistress' stands for
Alvar, ' lord ' for Vishnu).
Love's glow is paling, and instead, a dark
And sickly yellow3 spreading;—and the night
Becomes an age !  This is the matchless wealth
My good heart gave me when it yearned and sought
Keen discus-wielding Kannan's tulasi cool!
14, The lord praises the beauty of the eyes of his
mistress. (c Lord3 stands for the Alvar's devotees, ' mistress'
for Alvdr).
This cleaving lance, this beauteous Sel4 . . . they leap
Upon my life, and leave it not: they flash
Lustre of Maran's5 shafts: they 'd match his sky
Whose form gives forth the sapphire's6 flame.   Are
these,
These Kayal plump, thine eyes, thou goddess-like ?7
1	cf. stanza 2, note.   The fish referred to here is the Kendai, larger
than the kayal.  Note also that Vishnu's first incarnation was a fish,
for the saving of the world.
2	' Pearls'—tears as in stanza 9.    She weeps at the thought of
parting.
3	Her jaundiced colour shows her disconsolate state:  and night
the time when loneliness is most poignantly felt, seems like an eternity
of pain,_         4 The Sel is a fish.
5 Maran,the Indian Cupid : Kama.
c Vishnu is of the blue colour of the sapphire.
7 The goddess referred to, though not actually named, is Mohini, the
type of seductive beauty.

